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INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this paper is to examine the influence on the 
representation theory of a noetherian ring of the (prime) ideal structure of 
the ring. The results concern the affiliated primes of a module (defined 
below). We show how the affiliated primes are connected with the 
annihilator primes and we prove a uniqueness theorem for affiliated primes 
under certain conditions. We then proceed to analyse what affiliated primes 
can appear in terms of the ideal structure of the ring, with special reference 
to the fundamental primes of injective modules. 
Our starting point is a theorem of Jategaonkar which analyses the struc- 
ture of modules with exactly two affiliated primes, and which already has 
consequences for uniserial modules of length two. We give a generalization 
of this result for modules with longer affiliated series and, in particular, for 
uniserial modules of length greater than two. In particular, we show that 
some of the possibilities one might have envisioned in the light of 
Jategaonkar’s theorem cannot in fact occur and we demonstate a some- 
what unexpected connection between affiliated primes and annihilator 
primes. To put all this material in context, we begin section one with an 
analysis of what it all means for uniserial modules of length three. 
We then turn to the uniqueness question for affiliated primes. Here and 
in the rest of the paper we find it desirable to have some kind of dimension 
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function which measures the size of prime factors rings of R. In general 
therefore we will assume that our rings are algebras of finite 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension and the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension satisfies 
certain additional good properties. It is well known that a module may 
have different affiliated series which give rise to different afliliated primes. 
We introduce a notation of “standard” affiliated series, and show that such 
series always exist and always produce the same affiliated primes. More 
important, we show that in any affiliated series, the affiliated primes always 
include the standard ones, with possibly some additional “redundant” ones 
as well. We have chosen to use Gelfand-Kirillov dimension as our dimen- 
sion function in the rest of the paper and to require that it has certain 
“good” properties. The main reason for this choice is that one of the most 
important classes of rings that fails to have the second layer condition is 
the class of enveloping algebras of finite dimensional, nonsolvable Lie 
algebras and Gelfand-Kirillov dimension is a natural dimension to use 
with these rings. However, all our results will also hold whenever the Krull 
dimension of R is symmetric in the sense that the left and right Kruil 
dimensions of noetherian bimodules coincide. 
In Section 3 we discuss a special class of modules, the annihilator 
homogeneous modules. In this case the description of the so-called 
fundamental primes of the module is parallel to the description obtained in 
[SW] for general modules over rings with the strong second layer condi- 
tion. In Section 4 we see how a general module is split into a finite number 
of subfactors that are annihilator homogeneous. In Section 5 we apply 
these results to the study of the injective modules of the ring. The point 
here is that the fundamental primes of an injective module are entirely 
determined by the annihilator primes and the “link structure.” 
In Section 6 we prove a result concerning the Gelfand-Kirillov dimen- 
sion of certain uniserial modules. 
Finally, as an appendix, in Section 7 we fill in a gap in the proof of [SW, 
Lemma 5.41. 
1. AFFILIATED SERIES 
Throughout the section, let R be a noetherian ring and M, a finitely 
generated right R-module. 
Let us begin by looking at two very special examples to fix ideas. 
Suppose we have a uniserial module M of length two, so that 0 5 U E A4 
where U and M/U are simple and to make things even easier let us assume 
that the ring R is an algebra and that V is finite dimensional. Let the 
annihilator primes of U and M/U be P and Q. Then it is easy to see (and 
is a special case of the Jategaonkar Main Lemma) that either Q s P and 
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MQ = 0 or M/U is finite dimensional and there is a link between Q and P 
(usually written Q-P, definition below), which in this instance will 
simply mean that QP # Q n P. 
Now suppose we have a uniserial module M of length three, so that 
OGM, CM, GM, = M, and each factor M;+,/M, is simple. Let the 
annihilator primes be P,, P,, and P, and, again to make things easy, let 
us assume that the simple modules M, and M,/M, are finite dimensional 
while M,/M, is not. We immediately conclude from what we have said 
about uniserials of length two that P, yut P, and that MP, c M,, with 
P, 5 P,. Obvious questions now arise. Can it be that MP, = M, or must 
it be that MP, = O? In particular, must it be that P, s P, ? Our theorem in 
this section will imply that it must be that MP, =0 and that P3s P,. 
DEFINITION. An affiliated series of M, is a sequence 0 = M, c M, G . . 
s M, = M of submodules together with an ordered set of prime ideals 
{P,, ..., P, } called affiliated primes such that Mi # Mip 1, each Pi is a 
maximal annihilator prime of M/M, _ i and M,/M, _ , = arm,,,,- , (P,). 
If P is a prime ideal of R and M a right R-module then M is a P-prime 
module if ann,(M’) = P for each nonzero submodule M’ of M. 
One can easily check that Mi = ann,(P,P,- 1 . . . P,) and that M,/M,- , 
is a P,-prime module. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let M=M,,z . . . 2 M, = 0 be an affiliated series of M 
with S = {P,, . . . . P, } the affiliated primes. Let N be any submodule of M. 
Then the distinct submodules N n Mi form an affiliated series of N and for 
N n Mi # N n M, _ , the corresponding affiliated prime is Pi. In particular, if 
N g M,- 1 then P, is the top affiliated prime of N. 
Proof Consider a nonzero subfactor N n M,/N n Mip,. This subfactor 
is isomorphic to a nonzero submodule of the prime module M,/M,-,; 
so ann,(NnM,/NnM,-,)=Pi. If neN and nP,GNnMM,-, then 
nP,EM,-, so that nEMi. Hence nENnMMi and NnM,/NcM,-,= 
annNINn M,-I(Pi). Th us we have an affiliated series for N. If N e M,- , then 
N n M, JN n M, _ , # 0 so P, does occur at the top of affiliated series. 1 
Let P, Q E spec( R). We say that P is linked to Q via A if A is an ideal 
with PQ c A E P n Q and such that P n Q/A is torsion free both as a left 
R/P-module and a right R/Q-module. We write P-+ Q. If there are prime 
ideals P = Q,, Q2, . . . . Q,= Q with Qj-Qi+, for i= 1, . . . . n- 1 we say that 
there is an iterated link from P to Q and write P--+ . -+ Q. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let M= M, 2 M, 1 2 3 M, = 0 be an affiliated 
series for M with affiliated primes {P,, . . . . P, }. Let i be the least integer such 
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that there exists a submodule M’ qf M with M’ g M,- 1 and M’P, E M;. 
(Note that 0 Q i < n.) 
If i = 0 then M’P, = 0 and P, = ann(M’). 
If i > 0 then P, -+ P,. Further, if the module M’ is chosen appropriately 
then this link is via A = ann(M’ + M, ~ , /M; , ). 
Proof: First we observe that it is enough to prove the result for a 
submodule D of M such that D g M, ,. For, let D be such: then the 
distinct terms in the series 
D=DnM,#DnMM,~,z . ..zDnMM.=O 
give an affiliated series for D with P, as the top affiliated prime and the 
corresponding set of affiliated primes for D is a subset of {Pn, . . . . P,}. 
Let i be the least integer such that there is a submodule M’ of D 
with M’ g DnM,-, and M’P,, z D n Mi. Note that M’ g M,- ,, 
since M’ED and M’ g DnMM,-,. Since the result holds for D, either 
i=O in which case M’P,=O and P,=ann(M’), since P,= 
ann(M’ + M,- 1/M,p i), or i > 0 in which case P, -+ P, via A = 
ann(M’ + D n M, ~ ,/D n M, ~ I ). The result holds for M once it is 
established that A = ann(M’ + Mi- ,/M, ~ , ). Certainly, M’A c D n 
M r-lGMi-1. If XE R with M’XE Mip, then M’xc Dn Mip ,, since 
M’ c D; so x E A. Thus A = ann(M’ + Mip, /M, ~, ). Thus by noetherian 
induction, we may assume, without loss of generality, that if M’ is a 
submodule of M with M’ $& M,- i then ann(M/Mi) = ann(M’+ M,/M,), 
for all Odidn- 1. 
Suppose that MP, # 0. Certainly MP, c M, _ 1, so choose r as small as 
possible such that MP, E M,. Note that 1 d r d n - 1. 
In order to simplify the notation, replace M by M/M,- i, and rename 
M,_l/M,+l=L, MY/M,-,=N, P,=P, P,=Q. Note that 
P = ann(M/L) = ann( M/N) and Q = arm(N). , 
In this notation, we have 0 # MPG N and if M’ is a submodule of M with 
M’ $Z L then arm(M) = ann(M’). Also, Q is an associated prime of M with 
arm,(Q) = N. Let A = arm(M). We show that P-+ Q via A. 
Since P and Q are annihilators of subfactors of M, it follows that 
AEPnQ. Suppose that PnQ=A. If QEP then A=Q; so MQ=O, a 
contradiction, since M# N = arm,(Q). Thus Q $2 P and so MQ g L. 
Thus arm(M) = ann(MQ) 2 P, since MQP c M( Q n P) = 0. Hence MP = 0, 
a contradiction. Thus A #P n Q. 
If Pn Q/A is not torsion-free as a left R/P-module then there is an ideal 
B with A s B c P n Q and an ideal X properly containing P such that 
XBr A (cf., for example, [GW, 7.31). Thus MXB= 0. Now MX 9 L, 
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since X $E P; so B E ann(MX) = arm(M) = A, a contradiction. Therefore, 
P n Q/A is a torsion-free left R/P-module. 
If P n Q/A is not torsion-free as a right R/Q-module then there is an 
ideal B with A s B c P n Q and an ideal Y properly containing Q such that 
BYsA. Thus MBY=O. Now O#MBSN, since BcP. Since N is a 
Q-prime module and MBY = 0, this forces Y = Q, a contradiction. 1 
Remarks. (i) If n = 2 and the modules M, M/M,, and M, are all 
uniform, together with other conditions, then Theorem 1.2 is Jategaonkar’s 
Main Lemma for noetherian rings. Thus the theorem should be regarded 
as a generalization of Jategaonkar’s Main Lemma [Jat, Lemma 6.1.31. 
(ii) The latter part of the proof is similar to the proof of [Jat, 
Lemma 6.1.21. 
(iii) The theorem may be thought of as saying the following: if P is 
an affiliated prime of M then either P is an annihilator prime that 
annihilates part of M at its level (i.e., P’s) or P is linked to an affiliated 
prime lower in the series. Iterating this we may say that any affiliated prime 
of M has an iterated link through a sequence of lower affiliated primes to 
an annihilator prime of M. 
A prime ideal P of R is said to be an annihilator prime ideal of the 
module M if there exists a submodule N of A4 such that arm,(N) = P. The 
set of all such prime ideals is denoted by Annspec(M). The right clique of 
a prime ideal P of R consists of those prime ideals Q of R such that there 
is an iterated link from Q to P, together with P itself. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If M is a finitely generated right module over the 
noetherian ring R then there are prime ideals P,, . . . . P, of R, each contained 
in the right clique of some annihilator prime of A4, such that MP,, . . P, = 0. 
In Section 5 we will attempt to specify more closely the prime ideals that 
can occur in the above corollary. 
2. AFFILIATED SERIES FOR NOETHERIAN RINGS 
WITH GELFAND-KIRILLOV DIMENSION 
Throughout the rest of this paper assume that the noetherian ring R is 
an algebra over a field k and that R has finite Gelfand-Kirillov dimension. 
Further, assume that the following are satisfied. For each module M, 
GKdim(M) E N and, if 0 -+ A + B -+ C --, 0 is a short exact sequence of 
R-modules then GKdim( B) = max{ GKdim(A), GKdim( C)}. If R satisfies 
all of the above conditions then we say that R has exact integer Gelfand- 
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Kirillov dimension. Note that if R, S are k-algebras and R B, is a bimodule 
that is finitely generated and faithful on both sides then GKdim(R) = 
GKdim(S) [KL, Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 5.41. In particular, if Q-+ P 
then GKdim( R/Q) = GKdim(R/P). We refer to [KL] for general proper- 
ties of Gelfand-Kirillov dimension, but give the following lemma which 
although easy to prove is crucial in what follows. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R, S he k-algebras and let RBS he a module that is 
finitely generated on both sides. If I is an ideal of R such that 
GKdim( R/Z) = fi and J = ann,Y( B/ZB) then GKdim( S/J) d /?. 
Proqf: 
GKdim(S/J) = GKdim(B/ZB),, by [KL, Lemma 5.31 
= GKdim,( B/ZB), by [ KL, Corollary 5.41 
d GKdim( R/Z), by [KL, Proposition 5.1(d)]. 1 
The main examples we have in mind are enveloping algebras of finite 
dimensional Lie algebras [KL, Chapter. 71. The result will also hold for 
rings satisfying the second layer condition (for example, group algebras of 
polycyclic-by-finite groups) primarily because for these rings if P-+ Q then 
cl.Kdim(R/P) = cl.Kdim(R/Q) (cf. [Jat] or [GW]). However, the second 
layer condition definitely fails for nonsolvable Lie algebras, in particular for 
enveloping algebras of semisimple Lie algebras. The results will also hold 
for rings for which Krull dimension is symmetric. 
Since the theorem proved in Section 1 uses affiliated series of a module, 
it seems appropriate to ask about the uniqueness of affiliated series and 
affiliated primes. A module may have two affiliated series with different sets 
of affiliated primes. The original example illustrating this is in [St], but an 
easier example is presented below However, some primes must be affiliated 
primes for any affiliated series of a given module M, and we set out to iden- 
tify these-the standard affiliated prime ideals of M. We start by proving a 
re-arrangement lemma: if P, Q are two adjacent affiliated primes with 
GKdim( R/P) > GKdim( R/Q), then, if necessary, the affiliated series can be 
re-arranged so that P occurs “higher up” in the list of affiliated primes than 
Q. Unfortunately, in this re-arrangement some of the affiliated primes 
above P, Q may disappear-this is illustrated below-so that two affiliated 
series may have different lengths. 
EXAMPLE (A Module with Two Affiliated Series with Different Affiliated 
Primes). Let R = ( kyl $), where F=k[x]/xk[x], and set M= R,. Set 
P, = (“5” t), P, = (z F), P, = ( rikF1 ‘,). Then I= (rkF1 z) is the left 
annihilator of P2 and r(I) = Pz, so one can easily check that R 2 P, 2 I? 0 
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is an affiliated series with affiliated primes (P3, P,, Pz}. Next, observe 
that the artin radical of R is P, and that r(P2) = P1 ; so that R 2 P, ZJ 0 
is an affiliated series with affiliated primes {P2, P, }. Note that 
GKdim(R/P, ) = 0 < 1 = GKdim(R/P,); so, if in the first affiliated series we 
consider that P,, P, occur in the “wrong” order and use the re-arrange- 
ment lemma proved below to re-order the affiliated series P, 2 I? 0 of P3 
we find that when we extend the re-ordered series to an affiliated series of 
R the prime P, disappears from the list and we have the second affiliated 
series of R. It is easy to check that these are the only affiliated series for R, 
so that PI, P, are present in the affiliated primes for any affiliated series 
of R. 
Rather than attempt the most general re-arrangement result 
(Theorem 2.6) immediately, we start in the simple setting of an affiliated 
series of length two to illustrate the basic idea of swopping the order. The 
mystery of the disappearing primes is dealt with in Proposition 2.3. Recall 
that a right R-module M is a P-prime module if arm,(N) = P for each 
nonzero submodule N of M. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let M r> N 2 0 be an af$liated series with affiIiated 
primes {P, Q}. If GKdim(R/P) < GKdim(R/Q) then there exists an 
affikated series M 1 L I> 0 with affiliated primes {Q, P}. 
Proof: By comparing Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions we see that P -+ Q 
and P $L Q. Thus, by Theorem 1.2, there exists a nonzero submodule of M 
annihilated by P. Since such a submodule must have zero intersection with 
the Q-prime module N, we conclude that N is not essential in M. Choose 
L E M maximal with respect to the property that L n N = 0. Since L is 
isomorphic to a submodule of M/N, L is a P-prime module. Also, 
L = arm,(P) since if arm,(P) were larger then it would have nonzero 
intersection with N, a contradiction since any nonzero submodule of N is 
Q-prime. Suppose that there exists an ideal I of R with Ps I and 
arm,(Z) # 0. Set D = arm,(l). Then DP = 0 so D c L, a contradiction since 
L is P-prime. Thus P is a maximal annihilator of submodules of M and so 
L is the first term in an affiliated series for M. We claim that M/L is a 
Q-prime module. Note that N + L/L ? N/N n L = N is a Q-prime module 
and, by construction, M/L is an essential extension of (N + L)/L. If M/L 
were not a Q-prime module, then we could let D/L = annMIL(Q). Then D/L 
is a Q-prime module since it is an essential extension of the Q-prime 
module N + L/L. We show that D = M. If D # M then choose a submodule 
E of M such that D c E and E/D is a prime module with associated prime 
P’. Note that EP E MPc N c D; so that P E P’. Hence GKdim(R/P’) < 
GKdim(R/Q); so P’ + Q and P’ g Q. However, E/L 2 D/L 2 0 is an 
affiliated series for E/L with affiliated primes {P’, Q}. By Theorem 1.2, 
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P’ is an annihilator prime of E/L, and, since N + L/L is an essential sub- 
module of E/L there is a nonzero submodule of N + L/L annihilated by 
P’ + Q which is bigger than Q, a contradiction. 1 
Remark. The result is true if GKdim(R/P) < GKdim(R/Q) and 
P -+ Q. For, if P = Q the result is trivial. If P # Q and 
GKdim(R/P) = GKdim(R/Q) then P e Q and the proof given will work. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M= M, 2 M,,+ , 2 . 2 M, 3 0 be an affiliated 
series for M with affiliated primes {P,,, . . . . P,}. If for some i, 
GKdim(R/P,) > GKdim(R/P,) for each j > i then there exists an affiliated 
series M = N, 2 N,- I 2 . 2 N, 2 0 of M with affiliated primes 
(Q, ,..., Q,} such that Q,=P,, Q,=P,for l<i, and {Q,- ,,..., Q,,,} is 
an ordered subset of {P,, . . . . Pi + , 1. 
Proof. Since ii;r, 2 I@,, ~, 2 . 2 A,-, is an affiliated series of 
A= M/M,+, with affiliated primes (Pn, . . . . Pi} it is enough to prove the 
result when i = 1. 
Let L be a submodule of M maximal with the property that L n M, = 0. 
Note that L is isomorphic to a submodule of M/M, and so has an affiliated 
series 
L=L,-,2L,-zz ... I>L,=,O 
with affiliated primes Q,,- , , . . . . Q, that form an ordered subset of 
P ,,, ...> P,, by Lemma 1.1. The result will be proved if it is established that 
MzL=L,,~,zL,~,z ... zLlzO 
is an affiliated series of M with affiliated primes P,, Q,,- i, . . . . Q,. Three 
things need to be shown: (i)L,=ann,(Q,...Q,), for l<i<m-1; (ii)Q; 
is a maximal annihilator of submodules of M/L,- i, for 1 < i $ m - 1; and 
(iii) M/L is a PI-prime module. 
Let 1, = Q,i.. . Qi. Since GKdim(R/Z,) < GKdim(R/P) and M, is a 
PI-prime module it follows that ann,(l,) n M, = 0 while clearly LjZj= 0. 
Thus ann,(Z,) = ann,(Z,) = L, and (i) is established. 
Now supppose that Qi is not a maximal annihilator of submodules of 
MJL,- , and choose an ideal X3 Qi and a submodule N of M with 
L,-,sN such that NXcLi..,. Then NQi...Q,cNXQ,~,...Q,c 
Li~lQi-,~~~Q,=Oandso N~anri,(Q~...Qi)=L,, by (i). Since L,/L,+, 
is Q,-prime this is a contradiction and so (ii) is established. 
It only remains to show that M/L is a Pi-prime module. Note that, by 
construction, M/L contains M, + L/L as an essential submodule and that 
M, + L/LpMM, is P,-prime. Now set D/L =ann,,,(P,), which is 
a PI-prime module since it is an essential extension of M, + L/L. We 
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show that D = M. If D # M, then choose a submodule E of M such that 
D c E and E/D is a prime module with associated prime Q. 
Note that EP, . . . P, G MP, . ..P.cM,cD, so P;..P,cQ. Hence 
GKdim(R/Q) < GKdim(R/P,) and Q -+ P, . However, E/L 2 D/L 3 0 is 
an affiliated series for E/L with affiliated primes {Q, P, }. By Theorem 1.2, 
Q is an annihilator prime of E/L, and, since M, + L/L is an essential sub- 
module of E/L, there is a nonzero submodule of M, + L/L annihilated by 
Q + P,, a contradiction since Q $ P, . 1 
An affiliated series M = M, 2 M, _ , 2 . . 2 MI 2 0 with affiliated primes 
{P,, . . . . P, 1 is said to be a standard affiliated series of M if 
GKdim(R/P,)>GKdim(R/P,-,)a ... >GKdim(R/P,). 
LEMMA 2.4. Any finitely generated module M has a standard affiliated 
series. 
ProoJ Among annihilator primes of M choose P, such that 
GKdim(R/P,)=cx, is as small as possible, and set M, =ann,(P,). 
Assume we have chosen MI c . . . E M, with GKdim(R/P,) 3 
GKdim( R/P,-, ) 3 . . and GKdim(R/P,) as small as possible. Suppose 
M/M, has a maximal annihilator prime Pi+, with GKdim(R/P,+ i) = 
cli+l <xi. If &?i+I=Mi+I/Mip,, where Mi+,/M,=ann,,,,(P,+,), then 
Mi+ ,Z Mi 3 0 is an affiliated series of Hi+, with affiliated primes Pi + , , Pi 
and GKdim(R/P,+ ,) < GKdim(R/P;). By Proposition 2.2, there exists an 
affiliated series M- , + i 2 &‘z 0 with affiliated primes Pi, Pi+, . In particular, 
pi+l is an annihilator prime of M/M,-, with GKdim(R/P,+ i) < 
GKdim(R/P,); this contradicts the choices of P,. 1 * 
EXAMPLE (A Module with Two Standard Affiliated Series of Differing 
Lengths). Let R=(t t), and Q=(t i), P=(i :), and N=(i t). Then 
socle(Q,) = N and NQ = 0. Also Q/N % R/P. Set M = (R/P) @ Q. Then the 
following are standard affiliated series of M with the corresponding 
standard affiliated primes: 
Mz(R/P)@Nz(R/P)@OzO {f’, Q, PI 
and 
PROPOSITION 2.5. In any two standard affiliated series of a finitely 
generated module M the (unordered) set of affiliated primes is the same. 
Proof: Let M=M,,z ... zM,zO {P, ,..,, P,} and M=N,z ... I> 
N, 20 {Qm . . . . Q, > be standard affiliated series and corresponding 
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affiliated primes for M. Assume that the result is true for any module that 
has an affiliated series of length <min(m, n). Suppose that 0 #A is a 
submodule of it4 such that tl = GKdim(R/ann(A)) is as small as possible 
and let P be a prime ideal such that there is a P-prime submodule 
B of A. Let i be the least integer such that M,n B# 0. Then 
P, = ann(M, n B + Mi-, /Mip, ) = ann(M, n B) = P. In particular, GI = 
GKdim(R/P) = GKdim(R/Pi) 3 GKdim(R/P,) > cc; so that GKdim(R/P,) 
= IX. In a similar way, GKdim(R/Q,) = CC. Let D be the largest submodule 
of A4 such that GKdim(R/ann(D)) = CC We claim that D= MS= N,, for 
some s, t. For, certainly M, c_ D. Let s 3 1 be the greatest integer such that 
M,s c D. Assume that M, # D. Note that GKdim(R/Pi) > c( for each i > s. 
Now there is a least integer i that is greater than or equal to s and such 
that M,, , nD#MinD, since otherwiseM=M,nD= . . . =M,nDcD. 
Then P,, 1 = ann(M,+, n D + M,/M,) = ann(M,+ I n D/M, n D) 1 arm(D); 
so that GKdim(R/P, + , ) G GKdim(R/ann( D)) = CI, a contradiction. Thus 
D = M,, and, by a similar argument, D = N, for some t. Hence, by the 
inductive hypothesis we may assume that M= D. It follows that 
GKdim(R/P;) = GKdim(R/Q,) = CC, for each 1~ i < n and 1 < j < m. 
Next consider a fixed P,. Since MQ,,, . . . Q, = 0, we see that 
(M,/Mi-l) Qm...Ql =O; SO Qm . ..Q. sPi. Hence for some 1 <j<m, 
Qj E P,. Since GKdim(R/Q.,) = GKdim(R/P,), this forces P, = Qj. Thus 
each Pi occurs in the set {Q,, . . . . Ql } and similarly each Q, occurs in the 
set (P, ,..., P,}. m 
Thus we may talk about the standard affiliated prime ideals of M, that 
is, the affiliated prime ideals corresponding to any standard affiliated series 
of M. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let M = M, 3, M,-, 2 ... 2 M, 2 0 be an affiliated 
series with affiliated primes {P,, . . . . P,}. Let GKdim(R/P,) = CI. Assume 
that for some d, with 1 < dd n, GKdim(R/P,), . . . . GKdim(R/P,) 2 c(, while 
GKdim( R/P,_ , ), . . . . GKdim( R/P,) < ~1. Then there exist submodules 
such that 
M=M,=, ... ~Md~,=N,,,~N,,~,~ ... =,N,zO 
is an affiliated series for M with affiliated primes. 
iP,v . ..> f’ci, P,, Q,-,, . ..> Q,}, 
where {Q, ~, , . . . . Q, } is some ordered subset of { P,~_, , . . . . Pz}. 
Proof By Proposition 2.3 applied to the affiliated series M,-, 2 . . 2 
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M, 2 0 with affiliated primes { Pdp,, ..,, P, 1 of the module Mdp,, there is 
an affiliated series 
M d~,=N,zN,~,z ... zN,zO 
of M,_ i with affiliated primes {Q,, . . . . Qi }, where Q, = P,, and 
{em-l, . . . . Q, } is an ordered subset of {Pd- , , . . . . P2}. In order to prove 
the theorem we need to show that each Ni is an affiliated submodule of M 
and this involves two steps: first, show that each Qj is a maximal 
annihilator of nonzero submodules of M/N,-,; second, show that 
NjINj- 1 = annMIN,m,(Qi). 
Note that GKdim(R/Q,) < a, since Qi = P,, for some 2 d j < d- 1. If Q; 
is not a maximal annihilator of nonzero submodules of M/N,.. i, then 
there exists a submodule X2 NipI and a prime ideal Qs Qj such that 
XQGN~~,. Now XnM,p,=N,+,, since Qj is a maximal annihilator 
of nonzero submodules of M,- ,/Nip,, so X S IV,- i. Certainly, 
XS A4 = M,, so choose k > d as small as possible such that XE M,. Now 
XQ~Ni_,cM,_,cM,_,;soQcPk,sinceM,/M,_,isP,-prime.Thus 
GKdim(R/Pk) d GKdim(R/Q) < GKdim(R/Qi) < CI, a contradiction, since 
k 2 d. 
Suppose that NiIN,- 1 # ann,,,l,,_, (Qi). Thus there exists X3 Nj with 
XQis N,_ ]. Note that since Ni is an affiliated submodule of M,- i, we 
have Xn M,- 1 = Ni. Let i be least such that failure takes place. Note that 
X g M,- 1. Certainly, Xc M= M,; so choose k 3 d as small as possible 
with XS M,. Since Mk/Mkp i is a P,-prime module, we know that 
ann(X+ Mk- ,/M,- 1) = Pk. However, k- 1 ad- 1, so M,_, zMdpl. 
Thus, since XQi~ Ni s M,-, EM,- ,, it follows that Qis Pk. Hence, 
GKdim( R/P,) < GKdim( R/Qj) < a, a contradiction. 1 
COROLLARY 2.7. If M = M, 2 M,- , 2 . . 2 M, 3 0 is an affiliated 
series for M with affiliated prime ideals {P”, . . . . P, > then each standard 
affiliated prime occurs in this set. 
Proof: The previous result, possibly applied many times, enables us to 
construct from the above affiliated series a standard affiliated series with 
affiliated primes an (unordered) subset of (Pn, . . . . P,}. i 
3. ANNIHILATOR HOMOGENEOUS MODULES 
A module M is said to be annihilator homogeneous if there exists c( such 
that whenever N #O is a finitely generated submodule of M then 
GKdim(R/ann(N)) = c(. In this section we define the fundamental series of 
an annihilator homogeneous module and establish properties of the series. 
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The description given is extracted from the information given about 
fundamental series of injective modules in [BW; Jat, Sects. 9.1, 9.21. In 
these accounts the rings are constrained to satisfy the strong second layer 
condition and an incomparability condition on cliques. However, a careful 
reading of the proofs reveals that the strong second layer condition is only 
used to prove that the fundamental series reaches the top of the injective 
hull; this is because “bad” extensions are excluded by the strong second 
layer condition. The restriction on Gelfand-Kirillov dimension in 
annihilator homogeneous modules precludes “bad” extensions and incom- 
parability questions. 
Recall that the set of associated prime ideals of a module M, ass(M), 
consists of those prime ideals P of R such that M contains a P-prime 
submodule. 
Let Y be a set of prime ideals of R. A semiprime ideal S of R is said to 
be Y-semiprime if each prime ideal that is minimal over S is in Y. We define 
inductively an ascending sequence of submodules F, = F,,(M) and subsets 
of prime ideals X, = X,(M) as follows: F,,(M) = 0, X,(M) = ass(M), 
F,(M) = (m E MI mS = 0 for some X,-semiprime ideal 5’ of R}; for n > 1, 
X, = ass(M/F,, ~ 1) and F,(M) is the full inverse image in M of F,(M/F,, _ 1). 
The sequence (F,(M) In 2 1 } is the fundamental series of M, the mem- 
bers of X,,(M) are the nth layer fundamental prime ideals of M, while the 
members of the set Fund(M) = lJ,“= , X,,(M) are the fundamental prime 
ideals of M. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf M is an u-annihilator homogeneous module and F,, # M 
then M/F,, is an a-unnihilutor homogeneous module. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on n. The case n = 0 is trivial. Suppose 
that M/F,, ~ , is cc-annihilator homogeneous. By passing to M/F, ~, we may 
suppose, without loss of generality, that n = 1. Let F, s NG M be such 
that N/F, is a finitely generated submodule and set Z= ann(N/F,). Suppose 
that GKdim(R/Z) < ~1. Let m E N\F, and consider the finitely generated 
submodule mZG F,. There are prime ideals P,, . . . . P, E ass(M) such 
that mZ(P, n ... n P,)=O. Note that if B= P, n ... n P, then 
GKdim(R/B) = CC. Since GKdim(R/Z) < TV there is an ideal J of R such that 
BJ z ZB and GKdim( R/J) < a, by Lemma 2.1. Now mBJ c mZB = 0. This 
forces mB = 0, since M is a-annihilator homogeneous, so that m E F,(M), a 
contradiction. Hence M/P, is E-annihilator homogeneous. m 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that GKdim(R/Q) = a for each fundamental 
prime ideal Q of M. The basic properties of the fundamental series are 
summarized in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be u noetheriun k-algebra with exact integer 
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Gelfand-Kirillov dimension and let M be an a-annihilator homogeneous 
module. Then 
6 1 M = U ,“= 1 ~,Wf). 
(ii) For each n 2 1, 
F, = {m E M) ann(mR + F,, _ , /F, _ 1 ) contains a Fund(M)-semiprime ideal} 
= {m E MI for some Fund(M)-semiprime ideal S of R, mS” = 0). 
(iii) If N is a submodule of M then F”(N) = N n F,,(M). 
(iv) If N is a finitely generated submodule of M then NE F,,(M) tf and 
only if there exist Fund(M)-semiprime ideals S,, . . . . S, of R such that 
NS, . S, = 0. 
(v) If N is a finitely generated submodule of M then there exist prime 
ideals P,, . . . . P, E Fund(M) such that NP, . . . P, = 0. 
Proof: (i) If N is a submodule of M then F,(N) E Nn F,(M), for 
n 2 0, which is easily established by induction on n. If N is finitely 
generated then N, = N for some t 2 1, and (i) follows. 
(ii) This follows easily from the definition. 
(iii) This immediate from (ii), and (iv) and (v) follow easily from 
(ii). 1 
When dealing with a possibly infinitely generated module it will often be 
convenient to restrict to a suitable finitely generated submodule. The next 
lemma deals with the technicalities that are needed. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let M be an cc-annihilator homogeneous module and let JV 
be the set of finitely generated submodules of M. Then 
x,+,(M)= u X,+,(N) 
NE.Y 
for each n 2 0. 
Proof Note first that if A = ,4(M) is the set of associated primes of M 
then ,4(M) = U A(N). 
Let N be a finitely generated submodule of M and suppose that 
PEX,,+,(N). We need to show that PE~~~(F,+,(M)/F,(M)). Now 
F,,+i(N)= Nn F,+,(M), for i=O, 1; so that F,,+,(N)/F,,(N) is isomorphic 
to a submodule of F,, + l(M)/F,JM), since 
F,+,(N)IF,(N)=NnF,+,(M)/NnF,(M) 
g Nn Fn + ,(W + Fn(W/Fn(W 
Hence ass(F,+ lWYF,,(W) c ass(Fn+ ,W)IF,GW). 
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Conversely, suppose that P E ass(F,+ i(M)/F”(M)) and choose 
aeF,+,(M) such that P=ann.(aR+F,(M)/F,,(M)). Set N=aR. 
Then F,,+l (N)=NnF,+,(M)=N and a$NnF,(M)=F,(N), while 
UP G N n t;,(M) = Fn( N). Hence, F, + 1(N) P s F,(N). Since N/F,,(N) is 
a-annihilator homogeneous this forces P = ann( F, + , (N)/F,( N)) and so 
PEXn+,W). I 
LEMMA 3.4. Let M be a-annihilator homogeneous. Suppose that Y is a 
prime ideal with GKdim(R/Y) = CI and that there exist submodules A s B of 
M such that B/A is finitely generated and ann,(B/A) = Y. Then 
YE Fund(M). 
Proof Suppose that B= C+ A with C finitely generated. Then 
B/A E C/C n A; so, without loss of generality, assume that A and B are 
finitely generated. Hence, by Lemma 3.3, assume that M is finitely 
generated. Thus, there exist P, E Fund(M) such that MP, . . . P, = 0. Then 
BP, P, c A and so P, .. P, E Y. Thus Pi 5 Y for some i and since 
GKdim( R/P,) = GKdim( R/ Y), this gives Pi = Y. 1 
4. THE FUNDAMENTAL PRIME IDEALS OF A MODULE 
Let R be a noetherian k-algebra with an exact integer Gelfand-Kirillov 
dimension and let M be an R-module. If c( is the least integer that occurs 
as GKdim(R/ann(N)), for some nonzero finitely generated submodule N of 
M, then set 
G(M) = {m E M( GKdim(R/ann(mR)) = a}. 
LEMMA 4.1. (i) G(M) is an a-annihilator homogeneous module. 
(ii) Let N be a finitely generated submodule of M with N g G(M). 
Set I = ann( N) and J = ann( N + G( M)/G(M)). Then GKdim( R/I) = 
GKdim( R/J) > a. 
(iii) If N= N /G(M) is a finitely generated nonzero submodule of 
M = M/G(M) then GKdim( R/arm(N)) > a. 
Proof. (i) This is trivial. 
(ii) Let K=ann(NnG(M)). Then GKdim(R/K)da and JKG 
Jr J. If GKdim( R/J) d c( then GKdim( R/JK) = max { GKdim( R/J), 
GKdim(R/K)} < CI and so GKdim(R/I) Q a. But then NZ G(M) since 
NI= 0, a contradiction. Thus GKdim(R/J) > a, and arguing as above 
shows that GKdim( R/Z) = GKdim(R/J). 
(iii) This follows from (ii). [ 
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In view of Lemma 4.1, G(M) is used to define a radical series for M in 
the following way: 
G,(M) = G(M) 
G, + i(M) is the full inverse image in A4 of G(M/G,(M)). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let a, < c(~ < . . <CL,, be the distinct integers that 
occur as GKdim(R/ann(N)), where N ranges over the finitely generated 
submodules of M. Then 
and each Gi (M)/G, _ ,(&I) is an a,-annihilator homogeneous module. Further, 
if N is a finitely generated submodule of A4 then N s G,(M) if and only if 
GKdim(R/ann(N)) d tq. 
Proof The proof of the first statement is by induction on n, the 
case n = 1 being trivial. For n > 1 the result follows easily once it is 
established that cc* < . < M,~ are the distinct integers that occur as 
GKdim(R/ann(m)), where m is a finitely generated submodule of 
A = M/G,(M). This result follows from Lemma 4.1 (i). 
The proof of the second statement follows easily from Lemma 4.1. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. There exists a prime ideal Q E Annspec(M) with 
GKdim(R/Q) = b if and only if there exists a finitely generated submodule 
N of A4 such that GKdim( R/ann( N)) = 8. 
Proof. Choose a finitely generated submodule N of M with 
GKdim(R/ann(N)) = /I and such that Q = arm(N) is as large as possible. If 
Q is not prime then choose ideals A and B, properly containing Q, such 
that ABz Q. We now show that GKdim(R/A) < jI and GKdim(R/B) </I. 
Now NA #O; so GKdim(R/B) < 8, by the maximality of Q. Applying 
Lemma 2.1 to the bimodule A/AB produces an ideal C such that 
GKdim( R/C) < /3 and CA E AB. Note that C p Q, since GKdim(R/C) < 
GKdim(R/Q). Now NC # 0 while (NC)A = 0; so GKdim(R/A) < p, by 
the maximality of Q. But then GKdim(R/Q)<GKdim(R/AB) = 
max(GKdim(R/A), GKdim(R/B)) < 8, a contradiction. Therefore Q is a 
prime ideal. 
The other direction of the proof is trivial. 1 
Let CI, <clz< ... <a, be the distinct integers that occur as 
GKdim(R/ann(N)), where N ranges over the finitely generated sub- 
modules of M. Then Annspec(M) is partitioned into the nonempty sets 
Ann,(M), i= 1, . . . . n, where if Q E Ann spec(M) then Q E Ann,(M) if 
GKdim(R/Q) = GL,, by the previous lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Ann,(M) = ass(G,(M)/G,- ,(M)). Zn fact, ifQ ~ass(G,(M)/ 
Gip ,(M)) then there exists a submodule H of A4 with HQ = 0 and such that 
H+ Gip ,(M)/G,- ,(M) is a Q-prime module. 
Prooj First, we prove that Ann,(M) E ass(G,(M)/G,- i(M)). Let 
Q E Ann,(M); so GKdim(R/Q) = cli. Choose a finitely generated submodule 
N of M such that Q = arm(N). Note that Nc G,(M) and N g G,- i(M), 
by Proposition4.2. Let N=N+G,~,(M)/G,~,(M). Certainly mQ=O. In 
fact, IV is a Q-prime module since if any nonzero submodule of R had 
a bigger annihilator than Q then G,(M)/G,- ,(M) would fail to be 
@,-annihilator homogeneous, contradicting Proposition 4.2. 
Let Q E ass(G,(M)/G,- ,(M)). Note that GKdim(R/Q) = a,. If we prove 
the second assertion then QE Anni certainly follows. Choose 
mEG,(M)\G,-,(M) such that mQcG,-,(M). Since mQ is finitely 
generated, there exists an ideal Y of R, with GKdim(R/Y) < a,, such that 
mQ Y = 0. Therefore, there exists an ideal Z, with GKdim(R/Z) < ai, such 
that mZQ=O, by Lemma2.1. Now mZ g Gipl, since G;(M)/G,.. ,(M) is 
x,-annihilator homogeneous. To finish, choose a submodule H of mZ such 
that H+ G,+ ,(M)/G,+ ,(M) is a Q-prime module. 1 
The fundamental prime ideals of an annihilator homogeneous module 
have been defined in Section 3. The definition is extended to all modules, 
using the notation of Proposition 4.2, as 
Fund;(M) = Fund(Gi(M)/G,- i(M)) 
and 
Fund(M) = fi Fund;(M). 
i= I 
The prime ideals in Fund(M) are the fundamental prime ideals of M. The 
relation between Fund(M) and Annspec(M) is investigated in the next 
section. 
5. INJECTIVE MODULES 
In this section we consider the fundamental prime ideals of an injective 
R-module E. The following notation is developed from that of the previous 
section and will remain fixed throughout the section. 
The ring R is a noetherian k-algebra with exact integer Gelfand-Kirillov 
dimension. 
Let a, < a2 < ... < a, be the distinct integers that occur as GKdim(R/Q) 
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for annihilator prime ideals Q of E. The series 0 = G, c G, G . . . c G, = E 
is such that G,/G,- , is an a,-annihilator homogeneous module, for 
i= 1 ) . ..) n. The set of annihilator prime ideals Q of E such that 
GKdim(R/P) = cli is denoted by Ann,(E); this set is the same as the set 
ass(G,/G,- 1). We set Fund,(E) = Fund(G,/G,- I), for i= 1, . . . . n, and 
Fund(E) = U’= 1 Fund,(E), the fundamental prime ideals of E. 
The main aim in this section is to describe Fund(E) in terms of the 
annihilator prime ideals of E. In order to do this we develop a description 
of the fundamental prime ideals that is internal to the ring R. If A s C are 
ideals of R, and if P, Q are prime ideals of R such that C/A is naturally 
an R/P- R/Q-bimodule that is torsion-free on each side, then we say that 
there is an ideal link from P to Q via C/A and write P z Q. More generally, 
if R, S are prime noetherian and RBS is a bimodule that is torsion-free and 
finitely generated on each side then we say that there is a bond from R to 
S. The next lemma gives some of the well known properties of 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension and bonds. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let R and S be noetherian k-algebras with exact integer 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension. Let B be an S - R-bimodule that is finitely 
generated on each side. 
(i) If R is prime, then B, is a torsion module if and only if 
GKdim( BR) < GKdim( R) if and only if ann,( B) # 0. 
(ii) If B is faithful on each side then 
GKdim( R) = GKdim( BR) = GKdim( ,B) = GKdim(S). 
(iii) If R and S are prime rings with GKdim(R) = GKdim(S) and if 
GKdim(B) = GKdim(R) then some factor bimodule of B forms a bondfrom 
S to R. 
Proox (i) The module B, is torsion if and only if ann( BR) # 0, see 
[Jat, Corollary 5.1.21 and the rest follows from [KL, Proposition 3.15, 
Lemma 5.3, and Corollary 5.41. 
(ii) See [KL, Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 5.41. 
(iii) Let T be the largest sub-bimodule such that GKdim(B/T) = 
GKdim(R) = GKdim(S). Then B/T is torsion-free on each side by (i). 1 
We pull back to E the description of the a,-annihilator homogeneous 
subfactor G,/G, _, that was obtained in Section 3 by defining Fe = Fq(E) to 
be the full inverse image in E of F,(G,/G,- 1). 
The next few results are aimed at finding information about 
Fund(G,+ ,(E)IGAE)). 
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E[Z]= {ecE(eZ=O}. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let JC Z be ideals of R and let E be an injective R-module. 
Then 
E[J]/E[Z] z Hom((Z/J),, E). 
Proof See [SW, Lemma 2.31. 1 
LEMMA 5.3, Let GE V be R-submodules of E such that V/G is Q-prime 
for some prime Q of R. Suppose that there exists a submodule H of V such 
that V = G + H and HQ = 0. Zf B is a nonzero noetherian bimodule such that 
BQ = 0 and B is torsion-free as a right R/Q-module then Hom(B, H) # 0. In 
fact, given 0 # b E B there exists cp E Hom(B, H) such that q(b) 4 G. 
Proof There is an embedding B 4 F, for some free right R/Q-module F. 
Since V/G is a faithful R/Q-module, Hom(F, V/G) separates points of F. 
Let 0 #f E F; it is enough to find cp E Hom(F, H) such that q(f) 4 G, since 
if f E B then q 1 B is the desired map. Choose 0 E Hom(F, V/G) so that 
O(f) # 0. Since F is a free R/Q-module and since rc: H + V/G, via 
n(h) = h + G, is an R/Q-epimorphism, there is a commutative diagram of 
R/Q-module homomorphisms 
Now ncp(f)=@f)#O. Hence cp(f)$kern=HnG. But cp(f)EH, so 
cp(f)$G. I 
A result from the previous section, Lemma 4.2, will provide the means by 
which we can use Lemma 5.3 in the main theorem. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let P be a prime ideal of R. Then PE Fund,(E) if and 
only tf there exists Q E Ann,( E) and an ideal link P = Q via CIA, where 
GKdim( R/A) = cli. 
Proof Let P E Fund,(E). Choose e E Fi n + , \F, such that eP c F,. By 
Lemma 3.2(iv) there exist Fund,(E)-semiprime ideals S,, . . . . S, of R such 
that ePS;..S,&Gip,. Set C=PS;..S,nS,...S, and A=PS;..S,. 
Note that GKdim(R/A) = LX,. If GKdim(C/A) < cli then there is an ideal Z 
of R, with GKdim(R/Z) < c(~, such that CZc A. Then eCZEeAE Gjp ,. 
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Since G,/G,- i is ai-annihilator homogeneous, this forces eC s Gip i. Now 
D = (P n S,)(S, n S,- ,) ... (S, n S,) is a product of n Fund,(E)-semiprime 
ideals of R and D&C, so eDsGi-,. However, this implies that e E F,,, a 
contradiction. Thus GKdim(C/A) = cli. Note that C/A is an R/P-R/S,- 
bimodule. Now choose an ideal A’ maximal such that A c A’ E C and 
GKdim(C/A’) = CI,. Next choose an ideal C’ with A’s C’ c C such that 
ann(( C’/A’),) = Q is a prime ideal. By the choice of A’, GKdim( C’/A’) = cxi. 
Note that C/A’ is a bond from P to Q. If Q,, . . . . Q, are the prime ideals 
that are minimal over S, then Qi~ass(Gi/G,-,)=Anni(E), for each 
j=l , . . . . m, so GKdim(R/Q,) = C(~. Now Si E Q, so Qiz Q for some j. 
However, GKdim( R/Q) = ai = GKdim( R/Qi), so Qj = Q. 
Conversely, suppose that Q E ass(G,/G,- ,) = Ann,(E) and that P z Q 
via C/A, where GKdim(R/A) = ai. Now E[A]/E[C] z Hom(C/A, E) 
by Lemma 5.2, and Hom(C/A, E) # 0 by Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 5.3. 
We need to use the stronger conclusion of Lemma 5.3. Note that 
E[A] A = 0, so E[A] E Gi, since GKdim(R/A) = ai. Now let 0 # CE C/A 
and choose O# (PE Hom(C/A, E) such that q(C)+ Gi_ i, this is possible 
by Lemma 5.3. Let eE E[A] be such that e + E[C] corresponds to cp 
under the isomorphism given by Lemma 5.2. Set Y = ann(eR + E[C] + 
G,- i /E[C] + Gjp i). We claim that P = Y. Certainly P s Y, for E[A] PC E 
E[A] A = 0, so that E[A] PG E[C]. Suppose that Ps Y and note that 
GKdim(R/Y) < ai. Then eY& E[C] + G;-, , and it follows from Proposi- 
tion 4.2 that there exists an ideal Y’, with GKdim(R/Y’) <cli, such that 
eY’ E E[ C]. Thus cp Y’ = 0. Now GKdim( C/Y’C + A) < c(, so there exists 
an ideal 2 with GKdim( R/Z) < aj such that CZ c Y’C + A, by Lemma 2.1. 
Hence, (~(C/A).Z=(~((C/A)Z)G~‘(Y’(C/A))=O. This forces cp(C/A)c 
Gi-1. However, q(C) +! G, ~ , , so this is a contradiction. Hence, P= 
ann(eR + E[C] + G;- ,/E[C] + G,_ ,). Since GKdim(R/P) = ai, it follows 
from Lemma 3.4 that PE Fund(G,/G,- i) = Fund,(E). i 
Remark. This result throws some light on an example due to Stafford, 
[St2, Theorem 4.11. Stafford produces a noetherian algebra R with two 
prime ideals P and Q such that P z Q but P# clique(Q). Suppose for the 
moment that P z Q via C/A and that GKdim( R/A) = GKdim( R/Q). Then, 
by the above theorem, P E Fund(E,(R/Q)) and, by Theorem 1.2, it follows 
that there is an iterated link from P to Q, so that P E clique(Q). Hence the 
fact that P $ clique(Q) only occurs because the ideal link from P to Q is 
“too far down” in the ring; that is, GKdim(R/A) > GKdim(R/Q). This is 
easily seen to be the case in Stafford’s example. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let Q be a prime ideal of R and let U, V be 
Q-prime modules with injective envelopes E(U), E(V), respectively. Then 
Fund,(E(U)) = Fund,(E( V)). 
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ProoJ: This follows immediately from Theorem 5.4 since Ann,(E( U)) = 
{Q) = Annl(E(V). I 
Thus the primes that appear in Fund,(E( U)) for a Q-prime module U 
depend only on Q and not on the choice of U. If V is isomorphic to a 
uniform right ideal of R/Q then E(R/Q) F @I= 1 E(V), where n is the 
Goldie rank of R/Q, so Fund, (E( U)) = Fund ,(E( R/Q)), for each Q-prime 
module U. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let Ann,(E)= {Pjl}j,En,for i= 1, . . . . n. Then 
(i) Fundi = U,, Fund,E(R/PJ) and 
(ii) Fund(E) = U,,n Fund,(E(R/P,,)). 
Proof Part (ii) follows immediately from (i). 
(i) Let PE Fund,(E). Then there exists a prime ideal QEAnn(E) and 
ideals A G C with GKdim(R/A) = ai such that P z Q via C/A, by 
Theorem 5.4. But then P E Fund,(E(R/Q)), again by Theorem 5.4, since 
Ann,(E(RlQ)) = IQ}. 
Conversely, let QeAnn,(E) and suppose that PE Fund,(E(R/Q)). Then 
there exist ideals A s C with GKdim(R/A) = cli such that P cz Q via C/A, by 
Theorem 5.4. Thus PE Fund,(E), again by Theorem 5.4. 1 
Remark. The point of the last three results is the following. In order to 
know which primes appear as the fundamental primes of an injective 
module E one needs to know two things: first, the annihilator primes of E 
and, second, for each such annihilator prime P of E the fundamental 
primes of the “bottom slice” of E(R/P). In the case of a ring satisfying the 
strong second layer condition, see [SW], the annihilator primes are 
exactly the associated primes and the “bottom slice” of E(R/P) is the whole 
module. However, in general an annihilator prime need not be an 
associated primed ideal. Thus, for example, if we have two indecomposable 
injective modules with the same associated prime we do not know if the 
annihilator primes are the same. This question remains to be investigated. 
6. EXTENSIONS OF SIMPLE MODULES 
We have used the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension to analyse extensions of 
modules, but the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension which we have used is the 
dimension of the ring modulo the annihilators of the modules, rather than 
the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of the actual modules. It would be in some 
ways more natural to break up a module in terms of pieces of various 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions. From our point of view this would mean 
analysing affiliated series in terms of the Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions of 
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the factors. Suppose, for example, that we have a module M with an 
affthated series of lenth two, Mz Nz 0, with afliliated primes P and Q 
and annihilator ideal A and that N is essential in M. Let us assume as 
before that the ring R is a Noetherian k-algebra with exact integer 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension. Then Jategaonkar’s Main Lemma says that 
either (i) (the good case) there is a link Ph Q via Pn Q/A (in which case 
GKdim(R/P) = GKdim(R/Q), or (ii) (the bad case) P is an annihilator 
prime with P s Q and GKdim( R/P) > GKdim( R/Q). The examples suggest 
that we tend to have in the first instance GKdim(M/N) = GKdim(N) while 
in the second instance we tend to have GKdim(M/N) > GKdim(N), but we 
have no good theorems in this direction. Even if we return to the most 
basic case and assume that N and M/N are simple modules, we cannot 
prove that in the second instance we have the expected inequality of 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions. We leave this as a challenge to the reader. 
However, for extensions of simple modules we do have a partial result for 
“good” extensions, that is, extensions where case (i) above occurs, which 
we give in this section. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let M he a right R-module and RBR a bimodule noetherian 
on both sides. Then 
(i) GKdim(M@, B)<GKdim(M) 
(ii) GKdim(Hom.(B, M)) < GKdim(M). 
Proof: (i) Compare [KL, 5.63. 
(ii) Let H= Hom.(B,, M). Then the left module structure of B 
makes H naturally a right R-module via (or)(b) = 8(rb) for 0~ H, r E R, 
b6 B. 
Suppose that B = b, R + + b, R. The k-linear map H + M’“’ given 
by 8 + 8(b, ) @ . . . 0 (b,) is a monomorphism, since if 0( bi) = 0 for 
i = 1, . . . . m then e(B)=0 so 8=0. 
Let E be a finite dimensional subspace of H and V a finite dimensional 
subspace of R. We need to estimate dim(EV”). Set G = kb, + ... + kb,. 
Then VG is a finite dimensional subspace of B; so there exists a finite 
dimensional subspace W of R such that VGr G W. Note that V”G c G W”. 
Also, E(G) C_ M and E(G) is a finite dimensional subspace of M which we 
denote by F. 
Then 
El”‘5 EV”(b,)@ ... @EV”(b,)sM’“’ 
cEV”(G)@ ... @El’“(G) 
sE(GW”)@ ... @E(GW”) 
cFW”@ ... @FW”. 
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Thus, dim(EV”) <m . dim(FW”) and the result follows from the defini- 
tion of Gelfand-Kirillov dimension. 1 
Remark. For (i) only RB finitely generated is needed and for (ii) only 
B, finitely generated is needed. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let 0 + U + M -+ V + 0 be a good nonsplit extension of 
the simple modules U and V. Then GKdim( U) = GKdim( V). 
Proof: Let A = arm(M), P = ann( V), Q = ann( U). Then A s P n Q. Set 
B=PnQ/A. 
The map 8: MOB --f U given by 
O(m,@ri) =miri, for m,eM, riE Pn Q 
is a well-defined R-module homomorphism from MOB to U. Since 
O#M(PnQ)sUand Uissimple,theimageof@is U.Also, U(PnQ)=O, 
so 0 induces a map on V@ B ---H U. Consequently, GKdim( U) < 
GKdim( V @ B) < GKdim( V), by Lemma 6.1 (i). 
If we let 0 denote the above map V@ B ++ U, then we can define 
cp: V + Hom(B, U) by q(u)(b) = B(u@ b). The map cp is an R-module 
homomorphism. Since V is simple cp is a monomorphism or trivial. But if 
cp is trivial then V@I B= 0 and so U =O, a contradiction. Thus 
V 4 Hom( B, U). Hence GKdim( V) < GKdim(Hom(B, U)) < GKdim( U), 
by Lemma 6.l(ii). 1 
7. COMMENTS ON SECTION 5 OF [SW] 
We take the opportunity to make a slight change in the definition of 
fundamental series given in [SW] and to Ii11 in a gap in the proof of [SW, 
Lemma 54(iv)]. We adopt the notation used in [SW, Sect. 51 without 
further comment. 
In the definition of the fundamental series of P given in [SW, 5.31, 
re-define F, to be the inverse image in F of the set of elements of F/F,-, 
that are annihilated by any finite intersection of prime ideals in X,(P). 
(This is the same definition as in [Jat, p. 2521 and in Section 3 of this 
paper.) With this re-definition Lemma 5.4(ii) now has a correct proof. (The 
first of the four equalities is now the definition.) 
Lemma 5.4(iv) of [SW] states that, for all n > 0, 
E,+ l(WEn(W = 1” AnnEjEn,u,(Q). (*I 
Qexntl(P) 
This result is true, but the proof given is incomplete. The right hand side 
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of (*) is certainly an essential submodule of the left hand side and the proof 
given in [SW] establishes the directness of the sum. However, the equality 
is overlooked and so we give the details here. 
Note that [SW, Sect. 5.5 and Theorem 5.6(i)] do not depend on [SW, 
Lemma 5.4(iv)] and so are available for use. Let .I’,,+ ,(P) = {Q,, . . . . Q,} 
and set Cj={b~BIQib=O} f or i= 1, . . . . m. Now C, is an R/Qi - R/P- 
bimodule, and so Hom.,,(C;, E,(U)) h as a natural structure as a right 
R/Q,-module. The desired result is established, by [SW, Theorem 5.6(i)], 
once we show that Hom.,,(B,, E,(U)) z @ Hom(C,, E,(U)). Set 
C= C C;. This sum is in fact a direct sum; for, otherwise, C would have a 
left assassinator prime Q with Qis Q for some i. Since B,, is by construc- 
tion a torsion-free right R/P-module, this would contradict the incom- 
parability hypothesis of [SW, Sect. 5.21, since X is closed under ideal links 
[Jat, 8.2.41. 
Hence, Hom.,,( C, E,(U)) r @ Hom.,,(Ci, E,(U)), so we need only 
prove that Hom.,,(B,, E,(U)) z Hom.,,(C, E,(U)). 
Now B, is a left R/S,+ ,- module and C is a left essential submodule of 
B,. Thus the left annihilator of B,/C contains an element that is regular 
modulo S, + r. It follows, by incomparability, that r-ann(B,/C)g P. Thus 
Hom.,,(B,/C, E,(U)) =O, since E,(U) has no nonzero submodule with 
annihilator bigger than P. 
Applying Hom.,,( -, E,(U)) to the exact sequence 
O+C-+B,+ B,/C-+O 
produces the exact sequence 
HowIP(WC~ E,(U)) -, Hom,,AB,, E,(U)) -, Hom.,AC, E,(U)) 
-+ Ext;,,(B,lC, E,(U)). 
The first term in this sequence has been shown to be zero above and the 
last term is zero since E,(U) is an injective R/P-module. Hence the desired 
isomorphism is established. 
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